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Abstract— We outline a strategy for chemical kinetic model
reduction under uncertainty. We present highlights of our
existing deterministic model reduction strategy, and describe the
extension of the formulation to include parametric uncertainty
in the detailed mechanism. We discuss the utility of this
construction, as applied to hydrocarbon fuel-air kinetics, and the
associated use of uncertainty-aware measures of error between
predictions from detailed and simplified models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Chemical model reduction strategies generally start from
a detailed chemical kinetic mechanism as the reference or
baseline gold-standard. Given this standard, a specified range
of operating conditions or set of state vectors, a select set of
quantities of interest (QoIs), and a requisite error threshold,
a model reduction strategy produces a simplified mechanism
of associated size/complexity [9], [10]. This approach is very
useful in generating a spectrum of simplified mechanisms of
different sizes, each associated with a given degree of fidelity
in predicting chosen QoIs.
This strategy, despite its effectiveness, nonetheless relies
on the quality of the starting mechanism. Yet, there is typically significant uncertainty in both the structure of available
detailed mechanisms for hydrocarbon fuels, and in their thermodynamic and chemical kinetic rate parameters. Therefore,
in principle, the analysis/reduction processes that provide
simplified mechanisms starting from the detailed mechanism,
and the measures of quality of a simplified mechanism relative
to the detailed mechanism, need to account for both model
and parametric uncertainties in both mechanisms. This is
a challenging, yet highly relevant topic. Overconfidence in
the detailed mechanism can lead to a misplaced focus on
tight error tolerances in the simplified model, relative to a
faulty/uncertain baseline. Simplified model errors ought to be
handled along with detailed model uncertainties in the same
error budget. Any error norm between simplified and detailed
models ought to be weighted appropriately with attendant
uncertainties. Moreover, the fact that both the detailed and
simplified mechanisms are burdened with uncertainty suggests that any measures of distance between their predictions
be done in a probabilistic context. This line of reasoning
highlights the need for rethinking of model analysis/reduction
strategies for uncertain chemical kinetic models.
The above is a signficant undertaking with a range of
technical challenges. There has been some work addressing
model reduction under uncertainty in the context of proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) [3], albeit for small degrees

of uncertainty. The dynamical analysis of uncertain ordinary
differential equation (ODE) systems has also received some
attention [7], [8], in a full probabilistic setting. However, the
challenge of requisite dynamical analysis and chemical model
simplification has yet to receive attention.
We lay out in the following a general strategy for analysis
and reduction of uncertain chemical kinetic models, and describe its utilization in the context of ignition of hydrocarbon
fuel-air mixtures. The construction is fully probabilistic, allowing for an arbitrary uncertainty structure. It is based on an
existing analysis and reduction strategy, using computational
singular perturbation (CSP) analysis [2], [4]–[6], that has been
used extensively for deterministic models of hydrocarbon
fuels [1], [9]–[11].
II. M ETHOD
Consider a starting chemical mechanism M∗ (λ), defined
by a set of species S ∗ = {S1 , . . . , SN } and elementary
reactions R∗ = {R1 , . . . , RM }, where λ is the relevant vector
of uncertain parameters, e.g. the Arrhenius rate parameters of
all reactions. Given a chosen physical system of interest, this
detailed model is used to generate a database of states. To
be specific, consider homogeneous constant pressure ignition
of a hydrocarbon fuel-air system, for a range of initial
temperature and stoichiometry, which is used to compute a
set of ignition trajectories, providing a database of states
D = {X (1) , · · · , X (K) }, where X ∈ RN +2 is the state vector
composed of temperature, mole fractions, and pressure. Given
that λ is uncertain, let Dλ denote the database computed for
a given value of λ.
For any given Dλ , and considering a given set of QoIs and
a tolerance τ on Importance Indices [9], [10], the CSP-based
analysis and simplification strategy provides a simplified
mechanism Mτ (λ), being a subset of the starting mechanism
with species Sτ (λ) and reactions Rτ (λ). In fact, given the
starting model specification, the simplified model can be
specified compactly in terms of an M -long integer vector
ατ (λ), where, for r = 1, . . . , M ,
(
1 for reaction Rr ∈ Rτ (λ)
τ
αr (λ) =
(1)
0 otherwise.
Accordingly, we can view the process of database generation,
analysis, and model simplification as an input-output map:
fτ (λ) : λ → ατ (λ),

(2)

which provides a convenient abstraction for the use of uncertainty quantification (UQ) methods to account for uncertainty
in λ, as follows.
Placing ourselves in a probabilistic UQ setting, uncertain
quantities are represented as random variables. Accordingly,
λ is defined as a real-valued random vector with a presumed joint probability density function (PDF) p(λ). The
specification of this PDF is a major challenge, requiring
recourse to available data on each parameter in the model,
and allowing proper accounting for the correlation among
different uncertain parameters. For now, let us consider that λ
is composed of the Arrhenius pre-exponential rate constants,
λ = (A1 , · · · , AM ), and that each Ar is independent and
lognormally distributed. The distributions can be specified
based on published information on Ar nominal values and
uncertainty factors.
Generating J random samples from p(λ), {λ(1) , · · · , λ(J) },
the above input-output map provides corresponding samples
{ατ,j }Jj=1 , where ατ,j = ατ (λ(j) ), so that we can estimate,
∀α = (α1 , · · · , αM ), the joint probabilities,
Pτ (α) ≈

J M
1 XY
δ τ,j
J j=1 i=1 αi αi

(3)

where δpq is the Kronecker delta. The marginal probabilities
are given by
J
1X
δ τ,j
(4)
Pτ (αi ) ≈
J j=1 αi αi
such that, we define the marginal probability that a reaction
is included in the simplified mechanism for a given τ , as
Piτ = Pτ (αi = 1) ≈

J
1 X τ,j
α .
J j=1 i

(5)

In this way, we arrive at a proposed strategy for model
reduction under uncertainty, whereby a reaction is included
in the simplified mechanism for a given τ , when its marginal
probability satisfies Piτ > 1 − , where 0 <  < 1.
III. D ISCUSSION
We have used the above construction for simplification
of uncertain methane-air and n-butane-air mechanisms with
specified uncertainty in pre-exponential rate constants, based
on constant pressure homogeneous ignition computations. We
have explored convergence of the results as a function of the
size of the database, as well as the number of random samples.
We are also exploring requisite means of error estimation,
relying e.g. on the uncertain prediction of lumped quantities
such as ignition-time, or on the comparison of uncertain timetrajectories, given the detailed mechanism and a simplified
mechanism. In this last context, whether comparing nominal
predictions weighted with uncertainty, or relying on probabilistic measures of difference between uncertain predictions,
we employ error estimates that are informed by uncertainty.
We will present the above construction, and illustrate its use
in the simplification of uncertain detailed kinetics of n-butane.

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have outlined a strategy for analysis and simplification
of detailed chemical kinetic models under uncertainty. The
construction relies on CSP analysis and associated chemical model simplification, along with probabilistic handling
of uncertain parameters. The compact representation of a
simplified model in terms of a binary vector facilitates the
handling of uncertain model space, and the formulation of
the model reduction strategy in terms of chance constraints
based on sampled statistics. The method is general, and easily
applicable to any determinstic chemical model reduction
strategy, physical system, and quantities of interest.
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